
Growing a Pair: The Many Masculinities of Modern Family 

Pullout by the title: 

Modern Family has taken off as a show that represents the American family in the 21st century. 

Most striking are the show’s multiple views of masculinity. GQ contributor Louise Fletke crafted 

a content analysis explaining how Modern Family views being a man (sorry Manny and Luke, 

but wait a few more years).  

Introduction: 

Well it’s the holiday season, which inevitably means there will be family gatherings in your 

foreseeable future. Now every family is different, but it’s highly likely that not all the men in 

your family are the same. You will have to endure the conversations about work and bringing 

home the bacon, talk sports until the cows come home and smile through the terrible jokes from 

that one weird uncle. But you know what, at least there is variation; it’s probably not just a group 

of guys sitting around a TV, throwing back beers and communicating through guttural grunts. 

It’s actually refreshing to have different types of manliness in one family, which has been clearly 

mirrored in the latest episodes of ABC’s Emmy award winning show Modern Family.  

Jay Pritchett: 

The patriarch of the family, Jay Pritchett (Ed O’Neill) is your homegrown American man. First 

and foremost, Jay is a jock. In both “After the Fire” and “Punkin Chunkin,” Jay makes sports 

references, which implies his love for athletics. When he’s asked what he would save from a 

house fire, there is no hesitation as he states he would salvage his first set of golf clubs. Jay 

shows that he also communicates in sports lingo as he cloaks an insult about his stepson Manny’s 

Thanksgiving centerpiece in a baseball metaphor saying it’s a “swing and miss.”  

Jay’s tendency to speak in sports metaphors points to the idea that he probably has an issue in the 

communication department. In other words, Jay might be insensitive to others or lack nurturing 

qualities because he is a man, damn it. Take, for instance, when Jay’s daughter Claire (Julie 

Bowen) cuddles up next to him in “After the Fire” to vent about her personal issues as Jay just 

sits, staring blankly at the football game on TV.  

This insensitivity Jay exhibits towards Claire intensifies in his rude comments toward his 

homosexual son, Mitchell (Jesse Tyler Ferguson). One such instance is after Jay throws his back 



out in “After the Fire” and Mitchell advises Jay to let his son-in-law, Phil (Ty Burrell), massage 

his back. Jay makes the almost cringe-worthy comment, “You might have a higher tolerance for 

a man’s hands on your body than I do.” This comment, while cutting, also reinforces the idea 

that Jay is from a more tradition school of thought, which hasn’t moved into a progressive era.  

Jay’s insensitivity works to make him more of a tough, strong guy, someone who is independent 

and takes help from no one. This need for independence to the point of being stubborn is yet 

another manly quality often portrayed as being hyper-masculine. Jay refuses to get help moving 

boxes and is stubborn to have his back massaged in “After the Fire” because he wants 

independence at all costs. He wants to seem like he has all the power, so why would he accept 

help from someone else?  

Jay needing power and dominating in relationships also transfers into Jay’s love life. Being 

married to a young, sexy Colombian woman shows that Jay has got game with the ladies. He is a 

male powerhouse so to say, because honestly, who wouldn’t kill to be with Gloria (Sofia 

Vergara)? Jay exudes heterosexual prowess for a 60-something guy, and you’ve got to respect 

that. 

In lieu of beating a dead horse, we can sum up Jay’s characteristics as falling under the broader 

stereotype of hegemonic masculinity, or the societal norm for being a man. A hegemonic male is 

strong, into sports, doesn’t connect emotionally, is stubborn in order to always have power and 

loves the ladies. Let’s keep in mind that although Jay is the ideal hegemonic male, he is also the 

patriarch of the family. As the oldest of the bunch, Jay’s characteristics hint at the fact that 

hegemonic masculinity is a thing of the past and younger generations are deviating from this 

notion of manhood. Case in point: Jay’s son, Mitchell Pritchett.  

Mitchell Pritchett: 

The term “like father, like son” does not really apply to the Pritchett men. It wouldn’t even be an 

exaggeration to say that Mitchell is the exact opposite of Jay, but guess what, that’s totally cool 

and fine. Mitchell possesses what Jay lacks— he is always able to say what he feels, he is an 

avid conversationalist, and is a very nurturing father and partner. To put it simply, Mitchell is a 

sensitive modern man. 



As a gay man, Mitchell possesses some qualities that are characteristic of homosexuality. One 

stereotype Mitchell exhibits is his attire. Mitchell is always dressed nicely, wearing formfitting 

cardigans and tailored pants, lest we forget his bowties. While his clothing leans toward the 

metrosexual side of the masculinity scale, Mitchell clings to a little glimmer of rugged manliness 

with a full beard (although if it’s perfectly trimmed does that even count?).   

Mitchell is also the furthest thing from an athlete, another homosexual stereotype. In “Punkin 

Chunkin,” when the whole gang is at the football field, Mitchell tries to be encouraging and says 

that the next pumpkin is going through the “goal thingy,” by which he means a field-goal post. 

While Jay is often glued to a football game, his own son doesn’t know, or care to know, the 

rudimentary facts about one of America’s favorite sports. 

Finally Mitchell’s sass is off the charts. His sarcastic comments show that he is witty, but he can 

come across as a little insensitive. As opposed to Jay’s blatantly rude comments though, which 

seem careless and unintelligent, Mitchell’s are delivered with humor. For example, when 

explaining why they were late, Cameron (Eric Stonestreet) talks about his wardrobe issue saying, 

“It’s a somber occasion and all my tops are too joyful,” and Mitchell replies with a sarcastic, 

“Trust me, you don’t want our problems.” 

Needless to say, while there are homosexual stereotypes, they are presented in a way that tries to 

hold a mirror up to society. In an interview from the Archive of American Television, co-creator 

Steven Levitan explained the thought process behind having a gay couple. “We said from the 

very beginning, ‘you know, this is going to mean we probably won’t be a giant hit’ and we both 

said, ‘well you can’t do a show about [the American family] without this.’” Levitan continued, 

“So we just did the best we can, and yes, it’ll turn off a large portion of America, but it has to 

be.”1    

Cameron Tucker: 

Trying to reflect society in Modern Family means representing multiple forms of homosexual 

masculinity as well. That’s right, let it be known to those close-minded folk: there is more than 

one type of homosexual masculinity. This difference in masculinities is seen in relation to 

Cameron and Mitchell. Mitchell clearly wears the masculine pants in the relationship while 

Cameron possesses many more feminine characteristics, showing that Cameron’s homosexuality 

his highly feminized.  



His effeminate qualities are on display in “Punkin Chunkin” when he tells his story to a couple in 

the park. By the end of his narration he is holding both of their hands with his face three inches 

from theirs. It is typically a feminine quality to be touchy-feely with friends when gossiping or 

story telling, it is even an old stereotype for women to be overly emotional.  

Cameron is also the most hysterical of the men on Modern Family, a quality usually given to 

women. Prime example: Cameron was upset about Mitchell’s comments about the punkin 

chunkin story and is next seen whisking a bowl of batter ferociously. The fact that he is baking 

while he’s angry makes him seem like a 1950’s housewife, whose place was in the kitchen. 

Cameron is simply hysterical though, and as soon as he is flattered and complimented by 

Mitchell, his disposition instantly changes, showing how easily women are manipulated and how 

bipolar their attitude can be. 

Although he is highly effeminate and also homosexual, Cameron always reminds the family that 

he is rough and tough. In “After the Fire,” Cameron begs Jay to let him pick up the truck to move 

the donated items and says that he is manly and “can do anything a straight man can do.” When 

Cameron gets in the truck he uses a husky voice, then slips back to his normal, stereotypical 

homosexual, voice when his nieces mock him. This vocal change establishes that there are 

“acceptable norms”: the husky voice is more macho while his normal voice is the deviation. By 

Haley and Alex (Sarah Hyland and Ariel Winter) mocking Cameron’s husky voice, they are also 

making a comment on how they accept Cameron as a homosexual man and can’t take him 

seriously when he tries to be overly masculine. 

Cameron tries grasping onto any hegemonic masculinity again when he refuses help backing the 

truck out of a tight parking spot. Like Jay, Cameron shows his stubbornness in trying to do 

something by himself in order to establish his power as a dominant male. However, Cameron 

succumbs and lets another man help him, showing how he ultimately varies greatly from “the 

ideal man.” 

Phil Dunphy: 

Finally, there is the funny guy, Phil Dunphy. How to put it nicely… Phil is the epitome of a man 

who wants to achieve hegemonic masculinity but can’t quite get there. In the realm of 

athleticism, Phil was an athlete in college except the team he was on was cheerleading, which in 

the eyes of real men, like Jay, is a joke.  



Phil is also incapable of being aggressive, an essential characteristic of hegemonic masculinity. 

Instead, Phil lives to make jokes; practically everything that comes out of his mouth is taken to 

be funny. While watching his wife, Claire, stuff the Thanksgiving turkey, Phil says things like, 

“Oh my goodness, those hands are cold,” and, “At least buy me dinner first,” making him sound 

like an adolescent male just trying to get laughs.      

Phil, like Cameron, tends to get carried away with situations, which is another reason he falls 

short of being a hegemonic male. Phil set up a legitimate massage parlor burning incense, 

playing ocean sounds, wearing a sleeveless shirt that displays his farmer’s tan and lighting 

candles, going way over the top to try to help his father-in-law in the hopes of gaining Jay’s 

approval. 

Phil’s goofball qualities and his tendency to blow things out of proportion also effects his power 

as a dominant heterosexual male. In his relationship with Claire, she lays down the law and 

keeps Phil grounded. This makes Phil seem childish as if he is just another one of the kids. Phil 

was telling Claire about his emotions saying that he “needs to be puffed up and frilly” and that 

Claire needs to stop “folding his dreams.” Even when he is trying to make a serious and 

aggressive argument, Phil comes off as goofy, forever displacing him from the ideal hegemonic 

masculinity and in a way, adulthood. 

Conclusion: 

Now think again about your family gathering around that dinner table this holiday season. Not 

every guy at that table is a Jay, Mitchell, Cameron or Phil. And that’s truly the beauty of what 

shows like Modern Family are ushering in. Men are no longer constricted by a one size fits all 

masculinity. So by all means, adjust those metaphorical masculine pants, and while you’re at it, 

undo the belt on you actual pants too; you’re going to be uncomfortably full from good home 

cooking. But hey, it’s the holidays.      

    

1- Levitan, Steven. Archive of American Television (2012, June 15). Retrieved from  

 http://www.emmytvlegends.org/interviews/people/steve-levitan# 

 

	  


